Abstract
. Introduction
Consider the problem of preemptively scheduling n sporadic tasks (τ 1 to τ n ) on m identical processors (P 1 to P m ). A task generates a (potentially infinite) sequence of jobs, with arrival times not controlled by the scheduling algorithm and a priori unknown but occuring at least T i time units apart. A job by τ i requires up to C i time units of execution over the next T i time units after its arrival. (T i , C i are real numbers and 0≤C i ≤T i .) A processor executes at most one job at a time and no job may execute on multiple processors simultaneously. The task set utilisation is defined as
Ci Ti . The utilisation bound UB of an algorithm is a threshold such that, all task sets with U τ ≤UB scheduled by said algorithm meet their deadlines.
Multiprocessor scheduling algorithms are often categorised as partitioned or global. Under global scheduling, a single dispatch queue is shared by all processors. At any moment, the m highest-priority tasks among those runnable are executing on the m processors. In contrast, under partitioned scheduling, all tasks in a partition are assigned to the same processor and may not migrate to another processor. Multiprocessor scheduling is thus transformed to many uniprocessor scheduling problems. While this simplifies scheduling and allows reuse of many results from uniprocessor scheduling, no partitioned algorithm can have a utilisation bound above 50%. Conversely, the pfair family of global scheduling algorithms offers utilisation bounds of 100% [5] , [1] but at the cost of numerous preemptions [9] . The global scheduling scheme EDZL [8] is not preemption-prone and usually performs well, but its utilisation bound is unknown (and less than 63.1% [7] ).
EDF-fm [2] introduced limited migration to partitioned EDF but for scheduling soft, not hard, real-time tasks at 100% utilisation with limited tardiness. Ehd2-SIP [11] , another algorithm with limited migration based on partitioned EDF, is characterised by few preemptions on average but its utilisation bound is just 50% (i.e. same as for partitioned EDF). Under the hybrid approach in [3] , most tasks utilise a single processor while a few (at most m−1) utilise twobut not both simultaneously, due to the dispatching policy. This algorithm is configurable for higher utilisation bounds (up to 100%) at the cost of increased preemptions. As such, it largely solves the problem of achieving a high utilisation bound without too many preemptions.
Still, this paper introduces an algorithm with a utilisation bound of 66.6% and even lower worst-case preemption counts than [3] . Let N arr (Δt) denote an upper bound on job arrivals in the system over an interval of length Δt. The preemptions generated during that interval are at most N arr (Δt) + Δt min spare capacity in the system exceeds the utilisation of some yet unassigned task, the latter cannot be assigned to any processor. Assume however that, at run-time, some mechanism would ensure that on every instant when some P a processor ceases to be idle, at least one other processor P b is guaranteed to be idle. We could then reclaim the idle interval on P a to execute some additional task and then migrate that to P b when necessary. Even better, we could use such reclaimed spare capacity for scheduling an additional set of tasks, in isolation from other tasks on each processor, as if we had an additional processor (but in fact "piggybacking" on existing ones). Note that the dynamic mapping of logical processors to physical processors is not a new concept (for example, it is used in [13] ) but we use it in a novel way.
On periodic reserves
Let U denote the cumulative utilisation of all tasks assigned to some processor. We seek predictability in the occurrence of idle intervals on this (and any other) processor, so as to exploit the previously explained principle and schedule additional tasks. Such predictability may be achieved via restricting the execution of tasks assigned to the processor to only occur within a fixed-size periodic time window -termed a reserve [4] .
One or more tasks with implicit deadlines and cumulative utilisation U ≤1 may meet deadlines, if scheduled within a periodic reserve, provided that the length of the reserve is a sufficiently large fraction of the "timeslot length" S (i.e. the fixed interval between the start of one reserve and the start of the next one). This fraction will have to exceed U to account for unfavorable phasings with respect to the arrivals of the tasks served relative to the start of the next available reserve. The amount by which this fraction exceeds U is termed reserve inflation. Inflation is obviously undesirable. While it can be reduced by opting for shorter timeslots, this increases the preemptions resulting from the implementation of the reserves.
In [3] it was shown that, if a reserve is exclusive for the execution of some implicit-deadline task with utilisation U and if the timeslot length S does not exceed the interarrival time of the task, then, if the reserve size is at least
then the task will always meet deadlines. In that case, the sufficient inflation (as a function of U ) is given by
In this paper we are interested in scheduling multiple tasks under EDF, within each reserve. Still, it is trivial to show that the sufficient inflation, as a function of the sum U of the utilisations of the tasks served by the reserve, is given by the same expression (as long as the timeslot length S does not exceed the interarrival time of any task served by the reserve -a constraint also enforced herein). The related proof is in the Appendix (see Theorem 5) .
For convenience later on, we introduce the function
which expresses what size, as fraction of the timeslot length, a periodic reserve should be so as to be able to accommodate tasks of cumulative utilisation U . The inverse function
expresses the maximum cumulative task utilisation that a periodic reserve of size U times the timeslot length may accommodate. For illustration purposes, see Figure 1 .
On bin-packing
Bin-packing schemes have long been used for task assignment on partitioned multiprocessors. A popular such scheme, First-Fit, assigns tasks one by one to the lowestindexed processor where each fits, subject to previous assignments (see [10] , p. 124). We will define here a variant of First-Fit, for use with identical multiprocessors, with the property that it is impossible (assuming task utilisations do not exceed unity) for a task to fail to be assigned to some processor (subject to existing assignments) unless all processors are utilised by more than 
cannot be assigned to any processor, subject to assignments already made, two complementary possibilities exist:
That τ f could not be assigned, implies that, immediately prior to the attempt to assign τ f , every processor has at least one task assigned to it (or else some entirely unutilised processor would have existed to assign τ f to -a contradiction). Moreover, since τ f is heavy and tasks are considered in HF order, it follows that all previously assigned tasks were heavy as well. Thus, every processor is already utilised by more than 50% before attempting to assign τ f . Therefore the entire system is also utilised by more than 50% before attempting to assign τ f .
• Case 2: u f ≤ 1 2 : That τ f could not be assigned implies that the unutilised capacity of every processor prior to the attempt is less than u f . Equivalently, the utilised capacity of every processor, before attempting to assign τ f , is more than 1−u f , in turn no less than 1− (according to the assumption of the case). The entire system is thus also utilised by more than 50% before the attempt.
In either case, 50% is thus a lower bound both for individual processor utilisation and for the utilised system capacity before FF-HF can fail. That it is also, respectively, the greatest such lower bound may be shown via an example wherein, just prior to a failed attempt by FF-HF to assign a task (subject to existing assignments), all processors are utilised by 0.5+ >0.5 (with →0 + ). Indeed, this occurs when given two processors and three tasks with utilisations 0.5+ .
On notional processors
A notional processor is a logical construct implemented upon multiple physical processors for the purposes of scheduling computational tasks. Essentially, it is a function providing a mapping, for every instant, to some (provably idle) physical processor, where a task logically treated as executing on the notional processor in question will actually be executing. For an intuitive example of the semantics see Figure 2 . Formally, a notional processor is denoted by
with the following constraints:
..m} and with the semantics that on time instant t, any task logically treated as executing on the notional processor in consideration is actually executing on processor P hr , where r is the integer for which the following holds:
If a z = S then the notional processor is full-capacity (i.e. will always be mapped to some physical processor, on every instant). Else, it is fractional-capacity (i.e. periodically unavailable, akin to a periodic reserve). In terms of processing capacity, a full-capacity notional processor is "as good" as a physical one because it supplies processing power that is continuous in time (as it always maps to some physical processor, on any instant) and invariant (as the physical processors mapped-to are identical). In this respect it is unlike a typical server (which employs disjoint time windows to schedule its workload and may be preemptible), hence the new term ("notional processor"), for lack of an established term covering these semantics.
. The new algorithm
The algorithm is structured in three stages:
• First, we assign tasks to physical processors, until we encounter a task which we cannot assign anywhere (subject to assignments already made).
• Then, we restrict the workload on each processor to execution within (appropriately sized) periodic reserves and organise the time intervals in between reserves on the physical processors into notional processors.
• Remaining tasks are assigned to notional processors. We explore these stages in a more detailed manner: In the first stage we assign tasks to physical processors using the FF-HF bin-packing algorithm (introduced in Section 2.3), until either all tasks have been assigned (in which case the algorithm completes) or we encounter a task which cannot be assigned to any processor (subject to assignments already made). In the latter case, because of the properties of the bin-packing scheme employed, each of the physical processors will be utilised by more than 1 2 (by the tasks successfully assigned to each). (In the former case, no further action is necessary; we can simply use partitioned EDF.)
In the second stage, we select the value for an important, system-wide setting: the timeslot length S. It is set equal to the shortest of the interarrival times of all tasks (whether yet assigned or not). We then determine, for each physical processor P p , what the length of the corresponding reserve x p should be, as a fraction of the timeslot length, such that all tasks assigned to P p will meet deadlines, if scheduled under EDF during this periodic reserve. This enforces, on every physical processor P p , intervals of length x p wherein tasks assigned to the processor may execute (under an EDF scheme) interleaved with "gaps" -intervals of length S − x p . At this point we specify offsets for timeslot boundaries on adjacent processors such that, whenever the periodic "gap" on processor P p ends, the "gap" on processor P p+1 begins. This provides a seamless supply of processing capacity that we structure into notional processors using the algorithm described in Figure 4 . Figures 2  and 3 provide a more intuitive, visual explanation of how notional processors are implemented on top of physical processors.
In the third stage, we perform assignment of remaining tasks to notional processors, using First-Fit bin-packing (i.e. not necessarily FF-HF; any ordering will do). If all tasks can be assigned, the algorithm declares SUCCESS; otherwise, it declares FAILURE upon encountering the first task which cannot be assigned to any notional processor (subject to assignments already made).
. On the utilisation bound of the algorithm
Because the algorithm actually performs two rounds of bin-packing (one over physical and one over notional processors), deriving its utilisation bound is not straightforward. In the general case, there exist m physical processors, m full-capacity notional processors (indexed m + 1..m + m ) and also a notional processor of fractional capacity F , with 0 ≤ F < 1. Then, the cumulative system utilisation is
where the first and second term denote the sum of the utilisations of physical and notional processors (of either full or fractional capacity), respectively. Then, the system utilisation normalised by the number of physical processors is 
The cumulative capacity of the physical processors is always equal to m. That of the notional processors, however, depends on the utilisations of the physical processors:
This capacity is structured, in the general case, as m = CAP notl cml full-capacity notional processors and one notional processor of capacity F = deflate(CAP notl cml − m ).
Thus, how much additional utilisation can be accommodated by the notional processors depends on the outcome of the bin-packing over the physical processors and cannot be considered in isolation. Note also that, although notional processors do help (i.e. with accommodating additional tasks), their count tends to decrease the higher the utilisation of the physical processors, past the first round of bin-packing. Thus, it is not obvious whether having highly-utilised or less utilised physical processors (or some other scenario), past the first round of binpacking, is the worst-case scenario (i.e. the one minimising the cumulative utilisation threshold past which the system might be unschedulable). So as to determine the utilisation bound of the algorithm however, this scenario has to be characterised. And for that, we need to determine (a lower bound on) how much utilisation, in the worst case, fits over a given number of notional processors (and a given capacity for the fractional notional processor, if one exists). This unconventional bin-packing problem (see Figure 6 ) can be formulated as: 
m) such that any set of items (tasks) with cumulative size (utilisation) not above the threshold will always fit (i.e. manage to be assigned).
The problem is interesting in that the fractional-capacity bin might sometimes help, but not always. For example, its capacity might be smaller than even the smallest item.
So as to simplify the derivation, in those cases where m >0, we (pessimistically) derive the corresponding utilisation bound for the case that the fractional-capacity processor is disregarded. (Intuitively, the utilisation bound cannot increase as a result. For proof, see Theorem 6 in the Appendix.) The unconventional bin-packing problem is then transformed to First-Fit bin-packing over m identical processors, in which case the utilisation bound (as known from [12] ) is m +1 2 . We proceed with a pessimistic lowerbound on the cumulative utilisation that we can "pack" into the system, subject to the outcome of the first round of binpacking. For this, we rely on Theorem 2 via Lemma 1.
Lemma 1.
Assume two physical processors, P a and P b , respectively utilised by U −x, U +x, 
Proof: Suppose that the claim was false. Then under some other scenario, the individual processor utilisations would not (all) be U ϕ , but the average processor utilisation would still be U ϕ and a greater fraction of the overall processing capacity would be lost on inflation, so as to schedule workloads within periodic reserves. We disprove this possibility:
If, among the m processors, we pick P a , the processor with the lowest utilisation U a and P b , the processor with the highest utilisation U b and modify the utilisations such that both P a and P b are utilised by (i.e. the average of the two original utilisations) then the following hold:
• The fraction of the utilised processing capacity of the m-processor array is the same, before and after.
• The fraction of the utilised processing capacity wasted as inflation can only increase (according to Lemma 1) . By repeating the above transformation, each time with the most and least utilised processor, we reach a state where all processors end up utilised arbitrarily close to U ϕ (the average of the original processor utilisations) and the fraction of the overall processing capacity lost on inflation is higher. This contradicts the assumption that the claim is false.
We now prove the utilisation bound for our algorithm (i.e. considering both rounds of bin-packing). Proof: Let U ϕ denote, as before, the average of the utilisations of the m physical processors. From Theorem 2, the cumulative processing capacity wasted as inflation cannot exceed m · α(U ϕ ), therefore the amount of processing capacity made into notional processors cannot be less than
Theorem 3. The utilisation bound of the above scheduling approach, is no less than
In turn, for m , the number of full-capacity notional processors, it holds that
We explore three cases depending on the value of m: • If m ≤ 3, then if the sum of the utilisations of all tasks to be scheduled does not exceed m+1 2 , it is known (see [12] ) that First-Fit bin-packing (of which FF-HF is a special case) will assign all tasks to the m physical processors. Consequently, even if we would then opt to not use notional processors at all, the utilisation bound would be at least , then, irrespective of whether or not additional tasks are scheduled on the notional processors, the utilised system capacity cannot be less than (1−inflate(U p )). We can use that to schedule additional tasks of cumulative utilisation up to F -but only if F >1−U p , ∀p∈{1, 2, 3, 4}. Otherwise, the fractional-capacity processor would not be able to accommodate whichever task the first round of bin-packing ended with (i.e. the one that could not be assigned). But, from Theorem 1, we know that 1 − U p < 1 − . Therefore, the capacity F of the notional processor will be at least deflate
, which means that we can, in any case, accommodate additional tasks of cumulative utilisation at least 2 3 . Therefore the utilisation bound is at least
, then, irrespective of whether or not additional tasks are scheduled on the notional processors, the utilised system capacity cannot be less than , and m ≥ 5, it follows from Inequality 8 that m ≥ 1 (i.e. that there is at least one full-capacity notional processor). Then, we know (see [12] ) that as long as the sum of the utilisations of remaining (i.e. from the first round of bin-packing) unassigned tasks does not exceed
then all are eventually be assigned to some notional processor (thus the task set is schedulable by our algorithm). Therefore, a lower bound for the utilisation of the system, normalised by the number of physical processors, is
The expression
1+Uϕ is an increasing function of U ϕ over (0, ∞). Additionally, we know from Theorem 1 that U ϕ > 1 2 . Hence, over ( Combining this with Inequality 9 we obtain
Thus, irrespective of m, 2 3 is a valid lower bound for the utilisation bound of our scheduling algorithm.
. Bounds on preemption counts Definition A task with outstanding computation at time t, is said to be preempted at time t if it executes on processor p just before t but not just after t.
By this definition, which we believe captures the notion of preemption used in the research community, a job that starts executing is not preempted, nor is one that finishes executing. Also, a job executing both just before and just after t but on different processors is, by the same definition, preempted at time t. Such a preemption is a migration.
At run-time, there are five types of preemptions:
• type-α: Caused upon arrival of a task whose absolute deadline is earlier than that of some other task executing up to that point. The number of such preemptions, within a time interval Δt is bounded by the number of task arrivals within the same interval (N arr (Δt)).
• type-β: These occur when a reserve ends, when the currently executing task, among those assigned to a physical processor, is preempted. The number of those preemptions, within a time interval Δt is at most Δt S per physical processor, thus at most
• type-γ: The migrations that occur when a reserve starts, when the notional processor currently "piggybacked" on top of the physical processor in consideration, migrates to another physical processor. Then, whichever task was logically on the notional processor at the time undergoes migration, in terms of the actual physical processor upon which it executes. In Figure 3 , this occurs for notional processor P 10 at t=0.3 · S (migration from P 1 to P 2 ), t=0.5 · S (migration from P 2 to P 3 ) and so on. The number of such preemptions within a time interval Δt is at most Δt S per physical processor, thus at most Δt S ·m overall.
• type-δ: The migrations that occur upon time instants which are integer multiples of the timeslot length S, when each full-capacity notional processor "rewinds" to using a lower-indexed physical processor. In Figure 3 , this occurs on t = S, 2 · S, ..., when notional processor P 10 migrates from P 5 back to P 1 . During a time interval Δt, at most such preemptions. Thus, during an interval of length Δt, overall preemptions can be at most
where m fr is the number of fractional-capacity notional processors (which can only be either 0 or 1) and m is the number of full-capacity notional processors. We proceed to eliminate m , m fr from the above expression. 
However, we know from Theorem 1 that
We also know that the function inflate is increasing. Using both of these facts and Equation 13 , we conclude that
Equation 12 and Inequality 14 combined yield:
Directly applying Theorem 4 to Inequality 11 yields
as an upper bound for the number of preemptions during any interval of length Δt.
. Discussion and conclusions
All task sets with utilisations up to 1 2 are schedulable under partitioned EDF (using First-Fit bin-packing) with at most N arr (Δt) preemptions over an interval of length Δt.
Any task is schedulable by the algorithm in [3] if integer parameter δ is set to a sufficiently high value. The utilisation bound for that algorithm as a function of δ is given by:
One should choose the smallest acceptable δ, to avoid needless preemptions, as the upper bound on preemptions, within an interval of length Δt for the algorithm in [3] is an increasing function of δ:
By comparison, for the algorithm formulated herein, the upper bound for preemptions is given by ∀m∈{1, 2, ...}, ∀δ∈{1, 2, . ..}) the algorithm formulated herein is able to schedule task sets with utilisations up to 66.6% with fewer preemptions than even the most "preemption-light" setting (δ=1) of the algorithm from [3] , which has a utilisation bound of 65.7% only.
Note also that to potentially further reduce preemptions we can retroactively (i.e. past assignment of all tasks), with no loss of schedulability, increase the timeslot length to S = min i: τi assigned to physical or fractional notional processor
(proportionately increasing the various x[p] as well). In [3] by comparison, S = min
Thus, one may sometimes use longer timeslots than the algorithm in [3] (thus further reducing preemptions) with no detriment to schedulability. To leverage this, we propose for the second bin-packing round, assignment of remaining tasks in order of increasing interarrival time. If m >0, this heuristic prevents assignment of tasks with short interarrival times to the fractional-capacity notional processor. Finally, we note that task sets of higher utilisation than the utilisation bound of 66.6% might still be schedulable under the algorithm introduced. Therefore, we advocate the following approach, when faced with the problem of scheduling task sets with utilisations greater than • First try scheduling under partitioned EDF;
• if that fails, try with the algorithm formulated herein;
• if that fails, use [3] , with an appropriate value for δ. Consideration of scheduling algorithms in this order ensures schedulability with as few preemptions as necessary.
To conclude, our algorithm, with a utilisation bound of 66.6%, is the most "preemption-light" (in terms of proven upper bounds on preemptions) of all known multiprocessor scheduling algorithms with utilisation bounds over 50%.
Proof: Assume a deadline miss (the earliest one by a task served by the reserve) at t=t m . Then, let t m − L denote the earliest time before t m such that, throughout all sub-intervals of [t m −L, t m ) which lie within the periodic reserve, the processor will have been busy. Then, let t d denote the cumulative execution requirement, over [t m − L, t m ), of all jobs by tasks served by the reserve which arrived at t=t m −L or later and whose deadlines lie no later than t m . Additionally, let t ϕ denote the cumulative time available to tasks served by the reserve (i.e. the time lying inside the reserve). The missed deadline at t m means:
At this point we note that
which leads us to observe that
Inequality 20 states that as long as, within any interval of length L ≥ S, it holds that t ϕ (i.e. the time available for the execution of tasks served by the reserve), as a fraction of L (i.e. the interval length), is no less than U , then deadlines by tasks served by the reserve will always be met. Thus, for deadlines to always be met, a sufficient condition is:
Time for the execution of tasks served by the reserve is available as periodic time windows of length (U +α(U ))·S (corresponding to the reserves), interleaved by time windows of length S − (U + α(U )) · S, when the processor is unavailable to tasks served by the reserve. Then, the most unfavorable selection of an offset, relative to reserve boundaries, as the start of an interval of a given length (in terms of time available to tasks served by the reserve, within said interval) is immediately past the end of a reserve. Then, of all time windows of length L ≥ S, the one within which, the cumulative time belonging to reserves (i.e. t ϕ ), divided by L is minimised, is the one with L = S + S −(U +α(U ))·S (because it ends just as the next reserve begins). In that case, t ϕ = (U + α(U )) · S and
Inequality 21 and Equation 22 combined yield:
which proves the theorem. Proof: Let us simulate independently First-Fit binpacking (i) over Π and (ii) over Π. In both cases, we use the same task set τ and the same ordering (effectively, "cloning" τ ). However, the simulations are to take place in the following "lock-step" manner:
Within every step, after every simulated assignment (or assignment attempt) over Π , we simulate the assignment (or assignment attempt) of the same task over Π. Then, as a next step, we proceed with the next task over Π and so on.
Due to the First-Fit scheme, a processor is only ever considered as an assignment target, if all lower-indexed processors have been considered and ruled out as assignment targets (subject to assignments already made) for the task in consideration. Thus, up to the point where only fullcapacity processors have been considered as assignment targets in Π , the assignments over Π mimic those in Π .
If then, upon trying to assign a task over Π , it cannot be assigned to any of the full-capacity processors, subject to assignments already made, then the following hold:
• The fractional-capacity processor in Π will be next considered (and the assignment might succeed or fail).
• During the corresponding assignment attempt over Π, the attempted assignment of the task in consideration to each of the μ processors in Π (all full-capacity) will fail and the algorithm will hence declare failure. Note also that the algorithm cannot declare failure, during assignment over Π unless, at some point, the highest-indexed processor (i.e. that of fractional capacity) is considered as an assignment target and the assignment fails.
